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Abstract

Room temperature Terahertz stimulated emission and population inversion in optically

pumped graphene is reported. We experimentally observe fast relaxation and relatively slow re-

combination dynamics of photogenerated electrons/holes in an exfoliated graphene onSiO2/Si

substrate under pumping with a 1550-nm, 80-fs pulsed fiber laser beam and probing with the

corresponding terahertz beam generated by optical rectification in a nonlinear electro opti-

cal sensor. The time-resolved electric-field intensity originating from the coherent terahertz
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photon emission is electro-optically sampled in an total-reflection geometry. The compari-

son of terahertz electric fields intensities measured onSiO2/Si substrate and that one from

graphene clearly indicate that graphene sheet act like an amplifying medium. The Emission

spectra agrees relatively well the pumping photon spectrumand its dependency on the pumping

power shows a threshold like behavior, testifying the occurrence of the negative conductivity

in the THz spectral range and the population inversion. The threshold pumping intensity >

5∗106W/cm2 is in a good agreement with simulations.

Introduction

Graphene is a one-atom-thick planar sheet of carbon atoms that are densely packed in a hon-

eycomb crystal lattice.1 The fabrication of graphene overthrows the prediction thatstrictly two-

dimensional crystal cannot exist in finite temperature because of thermal disturbance.2 graphene

has many peculiar properties and potential applications. For example, the prediction and observa-

tion of half-integer quantum hall effect,3 finite conductivity at zero charge carrier concentration,4

perfect quantum tunneling effect,5 ultrahigh carrier mobility,6 including massless and gapless en-

ergy spectra. The gapless and linear energy spectra of electrons and holes lead to nontrivial features

such as negative dynamic conductivity in the terahertz (THz) spectral range,7 which may lead to

the development of a new type of THz laser.8,9

The optical conductance of graphene based systems in the THzto far infrared regime has been

a topic of intense interest due to the ongoing search for viable THz detectors and emitters. A series

of work searching for application of graphene in THz scienceand technology have been carried

out and suggest that graphene can be used in building innovative devices for THz optoelectronics.

To realize such THz graphene-based devices, understandingthe non-equilibrium carrier relax-

ation/recombination dynamics is critical. [figure][1][]1presents the carrier relaxation/recombination

processes and the non-equilibrium energy distributions ofphotoelectrons/photoholes in optically

pumped graphene at specific times from∼ 10 fs to picoseconds after pumping. It is known that

photoexcited carriers are first cooled and thermalized mainly by intraband relaxation processes on
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femtosecond to subpicosecond time scales, and then by interband recombination processes. Re-

cently, time-resolved measurements of fast non-equilibrium carrier relaxation dynamics have been

carried out for multilayers and monolayers of graphene thatwere epitaxially grown on SiC10–14

and exfoliated from highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG).15,16 Several methods for observ-

ing the relaxation processes have been reported. Dawlaty etal.10 and Sun et al.11 used an optical-

pump/optical-probe technique and George et al.12 used an optical-pump/THz-probe technique to

evaluate the dynamics starting with the main contribution of carrier-carrier (cc) scattering in the

first 150 fs, followed by observation of carrier-phonon (cp)scattering on the picosecond time scale.

Ultrafast scattering of photoexcited carriers by optical phonons has been theoretically predicted by

Ando,17 Suzuura18 and Rana.19 Kamprath et al.15 observed strongly coupled optical phonons in

the ultrafast carrier dynamics for a duration of 500 fs by optical-pump/THz-probe spectroscopy.

Wang et al.14 also observed ultrafast carrier relaxation via emissions from hot-optical phonons for

a duration of∼ 500 fs by using an optical-pump/optical-probe technique. The measured optical

phonon lifetimes found in these studies were∼ 7 ps,15 2-2.5 ps,14 and∼ 1 ps,12 respectively,

some of which agreed fairly well with theoretical calculations by Bonini et al.20 A recent study by

Breusing et al.16 more precisely revealed ultrafast carrier dynamics with a time resolution of 10 fs

for exfoliated graphene and graphite.

In this paper we report on the fast relaxation and relativelyslow recombination dynamics of

optically-pumped and THz-probed exfoliated graphene onSiO2/Si substrate. The results reflect

the recombination of photoelectrons and photoholes after the intraband ultrafast carrier relaxation,

and suggest the occurrence of negative dynamic conductivity in the THz spectral range.

Dynamic Conductivity of Optically Pumped Graphene

First we consider the case of cold electronic temperature conditions (such like cryogenic tem-

perature environment with weak optical pumping). It has been shown that the intraband carrier

equilibration in optically excited graphene (with pumpingphoton energȳhΩ) first establishes sep-
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arate quasi-equilibrium distributions of electrons and holes at around the levelε f ± h̄Ω/2 ( ε f :

Fermi energy ) within 20-30 fs after excitation (see [figure][1][]1b), followed by cooling of these

electrons and holes mainly by emission of a cascade (N times)of optical phonons (̄hω0) within

200-300 fs to occupy the statesε f ± εN ≈ h̄(Ω/2−Nω0), εN < h̄ω0 (see [figure][1][]1c upper).

Then, thermalization occurs via electron-hole recombination as well as intraband Fermization due

to cc scattering and cp scattering (as shown with energyh̄ωq in [figure][1][]1a) on a few picosec-

onds time scale (see [figure][1][]1d upper), while the interband cc scattering and cp scattering are

slowed by the density of states effects and Pauli blocking.

Figure 1: Schematic view of graphene band structure (a) and energy distributions of photogen-
erated electrons and holes (b)-(d). Arrows denote transitions corresponding to optical excitation
by photons with energȳhΩ cascade emission of optical phonons with energyh̄ω0 and radiative
recombination with emission of photons with energyh̄ω. (b) after∼ 20 fs from optical pump-
ing, (c) after 200∼300 fs from optical pumping, upper: phonon-cascade-emission dominant case,
lower: cc-scattering-dominant case for high electronic temperature, (d) after a few ps from optical
pumping, upper: phonon-cascade-emission dominant case, lower: cc-scattering-dominant case for
high electronic temperature.

When the photogenerated electrons and holes are heated for the case of room temperature envi-

ronment and/or strong pumping, collective excitations dueto the cc scattering, e.g., intraband plas-

mons should have a strong influence on the carrier relaxationdynamics. As is discussed in12,15,16

the initial distribution shown in [figure][1][]1b rapidly thermalizes and cools via the cc scattering

(see [figure][1][]1c lower). Hence, there are no cascade emissions of optical phonons but optical

phonons are emitted by carriers on the high-energy tail of the electron and hole distributions (see
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[figure][1][]1d lower).

For the electron-hole recombination, radiative recombination via direct-transition to emit pho-

tons h̄ω ≈ εN and non-radiative recombination via Auger processes, plasmon emissions, and

phonon emissions12,21 are considered. In the case of the radiative recombination,due to the rela-

tively small values of̄hω ≈ εN < h̄ω0 as well as the gapless symmetrical band structure, photon

emissions over a wide THz frequency range are expected if thepumping photon energy is suitably

chosen and the pumping intensity is sufficiently high. In thecold electronic temperature conditions

case the incident photon spectra are expected to be reflectedin the THz photoemission spectra as

evidence that such a process occurs.

In this work, we observed amplified stimulated THz emission at room temperature from op-

tically pumped and THz-probed graphene onSiO2/Si substrate and verified the occurrence of

negative dynamic conductivity.

At room temperature, the thermal carrier concentration reaches 1011cm−2 and upon strong

pumping the cc scattering is frequent enough to broaden the absorption spectrum of the pumping

light so that it might even thermalize the carriers before the optical phonon (OP) emissions. Let us

consider that case in which carriers are thermalized by the cc scattering. For this cc-scattering case

where the cc scattering is dominant and carriers which are always in a quasi-equilibrium suffer

energy relaxation and recombination via the OP scattering (latter only via interband OPs), we

can assume the carrier distribution asfΞ = 1/
{

1+ exp()
[(

Ξ− ε f
)

/kBTe
]}

whereε f is the quasi-

Fermi energy for carriers andTe is the carrier temperature. Under optical pumping with photon

energyh̄Ω the carrier distribution (equivalent electron and hole distributions) is governed by the

balance equations for the total energy and concentration ofcarriers18,19

d
dt

Σ =
1

π2 ∑
i=Γ,K

∫

dk





1

τ(+)
i,inter

(1− fh̄ωi−νwh̄k)(1− fνwh̄k)−
1

τ(−)
i,inter

fh̄ωi−νwh̄k fνwh̄k



 (1)
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d
dt

Ξ =
1

π2 ∑
i=Γ,K







∫

dkνwh̄k





1

τ(+)
i,inter

(1− fh̄ωi−νwh̄k)(1− fνwh̄k)−
1

τ(−)
i,inter

fh̄ωi−νwh̄k fνwh̄k





+

∫

dkh̄ωi fνwh̄k





1

τ(+)
i,intra

(1− fh̄ωi+νwh̄k)−
1

τ(−)
i,intra

(1− fh̄ωi−νwh̄k)











(2)

Wheren(ε f (t),Te(t)) andΞ(ε f (t),Te(t)) are carrier concentration and energy density,τ(±)
i,inter

andτ(±)
i,intra are relaxation times for interband and intraband optical phonon ("+" for absorption and

"-" for emission; i =Γ, K).

[figure][2][]2 shows the carrier temperature and quasi-Fermi energy resulting from the calcula-

tion of equations (1) and (2). The initial conditions for these equations are just the sum of thermal

part and photogenerated part of carrier concentration and energy density:n(ε f (0),Te(0)) = n0+δn

andΞ(ε f (0),Te(0)) = Ξ0+δΞ whereδn = (2π/
√

ε)(αIpump/h̄Ω)δ t is the photogenerated carrier

concentration andδΞ = (2π/
√

ε)(αIpump/h̄Ω)(h̄Ω/2)δ t the photogenerated carrier energy.Ipump

is the peak pulse intensity,̄hΩ is the photon energy andδ t is the pulse width.

Figure 2: Calculated carrier temperature (a) and quasi-Fermi energy (b) for different values of the
pumping pulse intensity for the pumping photon energy of 800meV using balance equations (1)
and (2).

[figure][2][]2a shows the calculated electron temperatureunder the pumping photon energy of
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800 meV for different values of the pumping peak pulse intensity. One can notice from these cal-

culations that, at the beginning after the pulse excitation(optical pumping), the carrier temperature

becomes very high (Te ∼ 2000K for Ipump = 108W/cm2 andh̄Ω = 800 meV) following by a cooling

of these electron.

[figure][2][]2b shows the calculated quasi-Fermi energy under the pumping photon energy of

800 meV for different values of the pumping peak pulse intensity. It is clearly seen that, as the

electron temperature increases the quasi-Fermi energy becomes negative. However, after a few ps,

the quasi-Fermi energy becomes positive and lasts for a few ten ps. These results show that the

population inversion (ε f > 0) can occur at room temperature. The population inversionhere occurs

due to the imbalance between energy relaxation by intrabandoptical phonons and recombination

by interband optical phonons. The interband optical phononemission is slower because the most

fraction of the interband transition is forbidden by the Pauli Exclusion Principle due to the high en-

ergy of optical phonons. This population inversion occurs when the pumping peak pulse intensity

exceed 106W/cm2.

Samples, Experiments and Results

Samples and experimental setup

In order to verify the proposed concept, we conduct experimental studies on the electromagnetic

radiation emitted from an optically pumped graphene structure. The sample used in this experiment

is commercial exfoliated graphene onSiO2/Si substrate . The sample structure as presented in

[figure][3][]3 in made of one layer of Si substrate and an thermal drySiO2 of 300 nm of thikness.

The Si substrate is <100> oriented with about 500-560µm thickness and 10−3- 5∗ 10−3 Ωcm

of resistivity. For the experiments we used a THz time-domain spectroscopy set up based on

an optical pump/THz-and-optical-probe technique. The time-resolved field emission properties

are measured by an electro-optic sampling method in total-reflection geometry.22 To obtain the

THz photon emissions from the above-mentioned carrier relaxation/recombination dynamics, the
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pumping photon energy (wavelength) is carefully selected to be around 800 meV (1550 nm). A

femtosecond pulsed fiber laser with full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 80 fs, and frequency

of 20 MHz was used as the pumping source. The graphene sample was placed on the stage and

a CdTe crystal of around 120µm of thickness (100)-oriented and was placed on the sample; the

CdTe crystal acts as a THz probe pulse emitter as well as an electro-optic sensor. The single

femtosecond fiber laser beam is split into two beams: one for optical pumping and generating the

THz probe beam, and one for optical probing. The pumping laser, which is linearly polarized

and mechanically chopped at∼ 1.2KHz, is simultaneously focused at normal incidence onto the

sample and the CdTe from below, while the probing laser, which is cross-polarized to the pumping

beam, is focused from above. Owing to second-order nonlinear optical effects, the CdTe crystal

can rectify the pumping laser pulse to emit THz envelope radiation. This THz pulse irradiate the

graphene sample, acting as THz probe signals to stimulate THz photon emission via electron-hole

recombination in the graphene.

The optical-pumping/THz-probing geometry and these beam propagations are schematically

shown in [figure][3][]3. The electric field intensity of the THz radiation is electroopticaly detected

at the top surface of the CdTe crystal. Along with the propagation of the optical pump pulse

through the CdTe crystal the THz pulse is generated and growsup. The THz pulse being emitted

from the CdTe crystal is partially reflected at the top surface of the CdTe then subject back to

the graphene, working as the THz probe pulse (shown with arrowed blue line in Fig. 3). The

graphene responds to this THz probe pulse radiation giving rise to stimulated THz emission. The

total round-trip propagation time of the THz pulse through the CdTe crystal and graphene/SiO2

epilayer is∼ 3.5 ps assuming the refractive index of CdTe in the THz frequencies to be 3.75.

Therefore the original data of the temporal response that weobserve in this experiment consist of

the first forward propagating THz pulsation (no interactionwith graphene) followed by the double

reflected secondary THz pulsation (probing the graphene) around 3.5 ps after the first pulsation.

On the other hand, through the Si prism attached to the CdTe crystal, the optical probing beam

is totally reflected back to the lock-in detection block, andits phase information reflecting the
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Figure 3: Measurement setup for optical-pump/THz-and-optical-probe spectroscopy. Involved
process from optical pumping to emission of stimulated THz photon (a). CdTe crystal on top of
the graphene sample, the optical pump and probe as well as theTHz probe are represented (b).
CdTe crystal generates THz probe which is partially reflected at the top surface of the CdTe then
subject back to the graphene. The optical probe allows electro-optic detection of these THz electric
field intensities (c).

electric field intensity is lock-in amplified. By sweeping the timing of the optical probe using an

optical delay line, the whole temporal profile of the field emission properties can be obtained. The

system bandwidth is estimated to be around 6 THz, which is limited mainly by the Reststrahlen

band of the CdTe sensor crystal.

Samples and experimental setup

[figure][4][]4 shows temporal responses measured in the EOSset up. On each graphs two different

measurements are presented, these measurements was done inthe same conditions. The stage with

the sample was alternatively moved in order to have the optical pump beam on theSiO2/Si sub-

strate for one measurement and on the graphene area for the other one without changing the optical

pump and probe path. The red curve is the response measured ontheSiO2/Si substrate (without

graphene) took as the reference and the black curve is the response obtained on graphene + sub-

strate. Each temporal profile reflect the way the THz incomingelectric field at the CdTe top surface

changes the phase information of the optical probe beam. Once the optical rectification (OR) gen-

erated THz pulse reach the top surface one have the first pulsation presented in [figure][4][]4 (see

also the arrowed blue line in [figure][3][]3). This THz field is partially reflected at CdTe upper
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surface (at the interface between CdTe and Si prism) and second time at the CdTe back surface (at

the interface between CdTe and graphene/SiO2) , once this second THz pulse reach the top surface

one have the second pulsation presented in [figure][4][]4. The measured time delay between these

two pulsation of around 3.5 ps is in a quite good agreement with the round trip propagation time

of THz pulse through the CdTe crystal and graphene/SiO2 epilayer.

Figure 4: Measured temporal responses on theSiO2/Si substrate (red lines) and graphene + sub-
strate (black lines) for the pumping pulse intensities of about 3∗107W/cm2 (a) and 1.5∗107W/cm2

(b). The grid of the vertical axis for each plot is scaled identically for both "red line" and "black
line".

The results presented in [figure][4][]4a was obtained for the pumping pulse intensity of about

3∗107W/cm2. One can notice on these results that the secondary pulsation measured on graphene

+ substrate (black curve) is more intense than that one obtained on theSiO2/Si substrate (black

curve), suggesting an amplification phenomena. [figure][4][]4b, present the same measurements

for the pumping pulse intensity of about 1.5∗107W/cm2. One can notice that when reducingIpump

, the intensity of the second pulsation coming from graphene+ substrate decreases relatively to that

one coming from only the substrate.

The emission spectrum from CdTe +SiO2/Si substrate (without graphene) in [figure][5][]5

shows a dominant peak around around 1 THz, (red line in [figure][5][]5). The blue line present

the photoemission spectrum predicted from the pumping laser spectrum in the cold electronic tem-

perature conditions ( see the Inset of [figure][5][]5 ). The black line shows the emission spectrum

from CdTe + graphene, this spectrum agree relatively well the THz photon spectrum predicted
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from the pumping photon spectrum. We want to stress that the perfect agreement between these

spectra is only expected at cryogenic temperature environment with weak optical pumping when

the OP scattering is dominant and carriers take a quasi-equilibrium by the cc scattering after the

cascade emission of OPs.

Figure 5: Fourier spectra of the measured temporal responsein the case when the pumping pulse
intensity of about 3∗107W/cm2 form SiO2/Si substrate (red line) and graphene + substrate (black
line). Blue line is the photoemission spectrum predicted from the pumping laser spectrum in the
cold electronic temperature conditions when OP scatteringis dominant and carriers take a quasi-
equilibrium by the cc scattering after the cascade emissionof OPs. The grid of the vertical axis is
scaled identically for both "red line" and "black line".

It is thought that the THz emissions from graphene are stimulated by the coherent THz probe

radiation that originates from OR in CdTe excited by the pumplaser beam. The THz emission is

amplified by photoelectron/hole recombination in the rangeof the negative dynamic conductivity.

The ratio of the spectra of the "graphene + CdTe +SiO2/Si substrate" to that of the "CdTe +

SiO2/Si substrate" corresponds to the transfer function of the graphene sheet.

[figure][6][]6a shows the transfer function of the graphenesheet for different values of pumping

pulse intensity. The emission is drastically reduced when decreasing the beam power. One can

also notice that below 5∗106W/cm2 the emission completely disappear and only attenuation can

be seen.

The [figure][6][]6b show the evaluated grain obtained by deviding the electric field intensity

measured on graphene +SiO2/Si substrate (black curve in [figure][4][]4 ) by that one measured
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only onSiO2/Si substrate (red curve in [figure][4][]4). A threshold like behavior can be seen testi-

fying the occurrence of the negative conductivity and population inversion in optically pumped

graphene. Once this population inversion obtained the graphene sheet act like an amplifying

medium. This is a quite promising possibility for the realization of room temperature THz lasers

based on graphene.

Figure 6: Transfer function of the graphene sheet for different values of pumping pulse intensity
(a). Corresponding gain versus the pumping pulse intensity(b)

Furthermore, to confirm the effects of the THz probe that stimulate the emission in graphene,

the CdTe crystal have been replaced with another CdTe crystal having a high-reflectivity coating

for IR on its bottom surface, in order to eliminate generation of the THz probe signal. In this

case, no distinctive response was observed on theSiO2/Si substrate or on graphene. One should

also stress that since the time delay between pulsations (1)and (2) presented in see [figure][4][]4b

depend on the CdTe crystal thickness, the crystal have been replaced with another 0.08-mm-thick

(110)-oriented CdTe crystal and the time delay of about 2 ps was measured between these pulsation

once again in good agreement with the round trip propagationtime of THz pulse through the CdTe

crystal and graphene/SiO2 epilayer.

Since the measurements are taken as an average, the observedresponse is undoubtedly a coher-

ent process that cannot be obtained via spontaneous emission processes, providing clear evidence

of stimulated emission. From the above results and discussion, it is interpreted that THz emissions

from graphene are stimulated by the coherent THz probe radiation and that the THz emissions are
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amplified via photoelectron/hole recombination in the range of the negative dynamic conductivity.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we have successfully observed coherent amplified stimulated THz emissions aris-

ing from the fast relaxation and relatively slow recombination dynamics of photogenerated elec-

trons/holes in an exfoliated graphene. The results provideevidence of the occurrence of negative

dynamic conductivity, which can potentially be applied to anew type of THz laser.
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